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Model / Model+ version 6.0.0 

Affected products 
Product(s) CS Model / CS Model + / CS Model+ Upgrade  Serial/version number(s)  

CPD-055-04153 revA 6.0.0 
 
Summary  
Installation of the version 6.0.0, this version is the first step of relaunching CS Model / Model+ into the 
Dexis IS environment. 
Part Numbers :  
 

 
 
Main functions are : Review, Setup, Monitoring 
 
 

 
 
No need License activation with the version 6.0.0; this version is disconnected from CS Activation.  
Required actions 
There is no need to update the firmware of the devices delivered with an earlier firmware by default, but it is 
highly recommended during service or installation time.This info replaces earlier instructions., linked to 
previous version CS Model/Model+. 
 
 

P/N Description 

5313663 CS MODEL 

5500491 CS MODEL+ 

5500517 CS MODEL+ upgrade 
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User must follow entiltment process : Order a CS Model/Model+ version 6.0.0 , When Customer 
Service Team received an order , they need a valid email address and scanner S/N and Part Number , 
PN  (type: CS Model / Model+/  Model+ Upgrade) . 
 
Installation of the version 6.0.0:  launch the installer in ‘Run as Admin’, the update will be fully 
automatically installed.  
 
 
This version will not allow all the Aligner features linked to the 5.2.2,  but contains bugs correction. 
 
It means Aligner Tab does not exist anymore,  all intermediate steps will not calculating, and no more 
possibility to use staging function . 
 
Export in .stl format: export of the original model and final step setup ( Printing) are possible. You do 
not need to activate a STL Converter Suite license anymore. 
 
 
 
You can generate an Optimal setup, an Aligner setup, a Manual setup or use function Relaps.  
 

 
 
Beware: 

 
 If your customer  is an historic user of CS Model+ already installed with version 5.2.2 especially using 

the aligner tab, and wants to continue with this version,  don’t update to Version 6.0.0 . 
 

 If the customer wants to update to 6.0.0 advice him, he will loose some functionalities: aligners, 
intermediate steps calculation.   

 
 If customer wants to downgrade from 6.0.0 after upgrading, and reinstall 5.2.2, then relaunch 5.2.2 

installation, “Run as admin” CS, then launch Activation of CS Model and /or CS Model+ Aligner. 
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 In both cases upgrade to 6.0.0 or downgrade to 5.2.2 : the link which targeted CSD Customer portal is 
definitively broken, now the link open directly Dexis Portal. 

 In the Both cases: tokens will be lost. 
  For USA only, Contact your Servicer Dexis Technical  Support , the  escalation must  must be done 

through CRM. 
 
New features and fixes 
Added Features 
 
ID Description 

TP#76900 License replaced by an online check (based on Scanner S/N) 

TP#76901 Remove STL converter suite license 

TP#76903 Fully remove aligner tab capabilities 

TP#77122 Get rid of DataCollector and CSMonitor 

TP#77123 Remove the UDI in the about window 
 
Fixed Bugs 
 
ID Title 
TP#74057 SR#1-115416625 The location of Preform executable has changed 

TP#75934 SR#1-117966673 Slider angulation does not work on 2D view , Option 
Overjet 

TP#75418 SR#1-116232917 Numbering Tab issue when using tab labellisation, it 
does not indicate 12 missing 

 
Compatibility 
Compatibility information. Software: 
This version is fully compatible with all data created with Dexis IS 3000 familly and  CSD 3000 family 
acqsuistion, after applying the new entilement process. 

1.  
If User have not passed entiltment process and want working with CS Model/ Model+ full option, he must 
contact his team support/ reseller to subscribe. 
Reminder:A good image quality is mandatory to perform a good setup, what we need : 

 2 full arches scanned, mandatory 
 3 buccals scan occlusion are requested  
 No holes in the mesh 
 No overlap on the arches , mismatching 
 2mm under cervical area is requested 
 Refining registration must been selected on “STANDARD”  

 
Upgrade procedure 
Detail instructions on how to upgrade existing version(s) with the new released version.  
This version can be installed in standalone , or combinated with CSI8 

Right clik on the icon   , then run  SetupCSModel-6.0.0 exe with Admin rights : 
 
No license or third part soft needed .  
Model/ Model+ can be installed in stand alone, or continuing using CSImaging 8 as Imaging software. 
 
For more information please contact techsupp@dexis.com 
Kind regards, 

mailto:techsupp@dexis.com
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DEXIS Technical Support 
  

 
  
OP 3D™ | OP 3D™ Pro | Scan eXam™ One | Scan eXam™ | FOCUS™ | IXS™ | Titanium | Medit i700 | DTX Studio™ 

https://dexis.com/en-eu/dexis-op-3d
https://dexis.com/en-eu/dexis-op-3d-pro
https://dexis.com/en-eu/scan-exam-one
https://dexis.com/en-eu/scan-exam
https://dexis.com/en-eu/dexis-focus
https://dexis.com/en-eu/dexis-ixs-sensor
https://dexis.com/en-eu/dexis-titanium
https://dexis.com/en-eu/i700-ios
https://www.dtxstudio.com/en-int
http://dexis.com/
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